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in fact to the overvaluation of reality, and hence to the
necessity of sacrifice. The synthetic method develops the
symbolic phantasies resulting1 from the libido which is
introverted through sacrifice. Out of this development
a new attitude towards the world arises, whose very
difference guarantees a new potential. This transition to
a new attitude I have termed transcendent functionl. In
the regenerated attitude, the libido that was formerly
submerged in the unconscious emerges in the form of
positive achievement. It corresponds with a newly-won
and visible life, whose image is the symbol of the Divine
birth. Conversely, when the libido is withdrawn from the
outer object and sinks into the unconscious, the £soul is
born in GodJ. But because it is, essentially, a negative
act as regards daily living, and a symbolic descent to the
'deus absconditus' (concealed God), who possesses very
different qualities from the God that shines by day, this
is not a happy state (as Eckehart rightly observes)2.
Eckehart speaks of the Divine birth as of an oft-
recurring process. Actually the thing we are dealing
with here is a psychological process, which unconsciously
repeats itself almost continually, but of which we are only
relatively conscious in its most extensive fluctuations.
Goethe's idea of systole and diastole certainly hit the
mark intuitively. It may have to <lo with a vital rhythm,
or with fluctuations of vital forces, which as a rule take
place unconsciously. This may also explain why the
existing terminology for this process is either prevailingly
religious or mythological, since such expressions or
formulae are primarily related to unconscious psychological
1 i Compare a previous handling of this theme in Psychology oj
Unconscious Processes (Jung),
» Eckehart says : " Therefore do I turn back once more unto myself,
there do I find the deepest places, deeper than hell itself; but again my
wretchedness urgeth me hence : Lo, I cannot escape myself ! Herein
will I plant myself and here will I remain." Biittner, Lc., i, 180.

